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The automotive industry is poised for a dramatic 
shift in the way we power our vehicles
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Mass adoption of electrified 
vehicles has been limited to 
hybrids, due to expensive 
batteries

EVs were hyped too soon, 
and consumers typically were 
forced to choose between 
practical range and price

For the first time ever, 
consumers will have the 
option to purchase 
affordable, long-range EVs

2000’s

2010’s

2017



Solid-state batteries are seen by many as a 
successor to conventional Li-ion

Advantages: safety, performance 

Solid-state batteries use a solid electrolyte, 
replacing the flammable liquids used in 
conventional Li-ion

Disadvantages: cost, manufacturing

Credible mass-manufacturing techniques have 
yet to emerge in the solid-state space, increasing 
costs and preventing scale-up

A variety of large 
incumbents and start-
ups are investigating  
solid-state batteries 
as a potential 
successor to Li-ion
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Seeo’s foundations can be traced back to an 
accidental discovery in a government research lab
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Seeo’s foundations can be traced back to an 
accidental discovery in a government research lab

Seeo found it could alter the 
electrochemical properties of the 
polymer using nanostructuring, a 
process it patented in 2006

Originally working on artificial 
muscles before LBNL researchers 
realized the polymer’s 
electrochemical properties were 
suitable for a battery electrolyte
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Seeo founders Hany Eitouni, Mohit Singh, and 
Nitash Balsara

Image credit: LBNL



As the company received more funding, it turned its 
focus to commercialization
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Seeo opens a pilot manufacturing line in 2011, 
demonstrating manufacturing technique 
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Seeo’s coating machine on the 4 MWh 
pilot production line

Seeo’s large format cells produced at the 
Hayward, CA facility

Addressed key technological hurdles limiting 
commercialization potential



SunEdison used Seeo’s batteries in a pilot 
installation of residential energy storage
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Time-of-use 
shifting

Backup Power

Demand 
Management

Leveraged government grants to develop 
technology and business partnerships



After initial pilot and demonstration success, 
sources of revenue run dry
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transportation

Li-ion Advanced Li-ion Lithium-sulfur Solid-state

Demand for solid-state batteries is nearly non-existent currently…



After initial pilot and demonstration success, 
sources of revenue run dry
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…but there is a multi-billion dollar long-term opportunity

Scaled production capabilities in an 
appropriate time frame



As sources of revenues ran dry, the company was 
acquired by a major tier 1 automotive supplier
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Seeo’s acquisition was a positive for most involved 
in the deal
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Seeo’s overcame poor market timing with a 
balanced approach to development

Addressed key technological hurdles limiting 
commercialization potential

Leveraged government grants to develop 
technology and business partnerships

Scaled production capabilities in an 
appropriate time frame
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